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Abstract 

 
Aim:  A comparative study was conducted on the Legal Framework Governing 
Clinical Trials between India and United Kingdom (UK).   
 
Methodology: Relevant statutes were collected from both the Indian and the 
United Kingdom jurisdiction and then their salient features were compared and 
contrasted  with regard to origin,  responsibility of various stake holders, approval 
mechanism, documentation, record keeping, informed consent, human subject 
protection requirements,    detection & redressal of fraud, misconduct, other 
violations,   the litigation and legal principles of Clinical Trial (CT)  This study was 
further extended to  conduct two questionnaire based surveys to assess the legal 
knowledge and perception of general population about their participation in 
clinical trials  and legal knowledge and perception of Clincial Trialist (CTr) in 
India. 
 
Results: Despite India having ancient medical ethics literature, UK pre-dates 
India in having specific clinical trial regulations.  Indian clinical trial regulations 
came in response to intellectual property and marketing demands unlike the UK 
where the regulation had it continues presence along with the research initiatives 
of health care professionals and Pharmaceutical drug research. Unlike UK, the 
main provisions in Indian statutory framework are limited and GCP guidelines are 
referred to by way of inclusion for detailed roles and responsibilities without any 
statutory back up.  Unlike India, CT regulatory frame work of UK specifies the CT 
offences and prescribes penalties for the same. The integrated research 
application system and common technical documentation of UK could be a 
preferred model as a one stop approval for India while dealing with various 



regulatory & approval authorities and many streams of medicine. The public 
awareness survey revealed that majority of the Indian public lack awareness 
regarding CT regulations. Clinical Trialists’ survey in India revealed that the 
doctors who conduct CT confuse aspects of treatment with research. This survey 
has also observed use of exculpatory language in the informed consent and lack 
of initiation to read the relevant statutes among Indian CTrs.  Both the surveys 
favored a specific redressal provision for clinical trial violations instead of 
conventional mechanisms.  
 
Conclusion: Indian statutory frame work that governs Clinical Trial is inadequate 
and ineffective in regulating certain essential aspects of clinical trial practices and 
requires prompt legislative intervention.  
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